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A

ABSTRACT

:The effects of an abbreviated vocational evaluation service on client

vocational awareness, attitude, and competencies were investigated. gni-

week evaluations were pne!ided cl'ients at the Waukesha, WisFonsin Division of

Vocational Rehabilitation office under an RSA demonstration proAct: Concen-

trated Assessment and Diagnosis in Rehabilitation Entrance (CADRE).

Samples for this study were drawn from:the 195 clients referred by

counselors to the office's CADRE-evaluation unit between December. 19, 1974

and July. 1, 1976. Client vocational awareness (interests; qualifications,

goals, services"reouired, and pbtential) was estimated from ratings provided

by the counselors and,the evaluator prior to and after evaluation on the

Cljent Level of Functioning Scale, a 5-x 5 matrix of definitions and levels

of functioning. The effecti of vocational evaluation on client attitude

and competency were estimated in a "separate sample pre-test/post-test,design,"
,

Career Maturity Inventory.

While previous research on the effects of a two-week vocational evaluation

. so
on vocational development of adolescents indicated improvement in vocational

attitudes and some evidence of impact on self-appraisal, goal selection,

and.vocational problem solving, the'present research did not confirm those'

findings with.the 4.5 day CADRE evaluation. However, where previous research.

with youthful offenders, found that they were aware of their vocational goals,
7

but were generally at a "less than expected level" on other dimensions, the

present research found that the vast majority of clients were vocationally

aware atross all,five dimensions. Finally, while cqunselors Jantedllients

to return from evaluation with an awareness of their vocational"di*tion,

goal, and some alternativg interests (to be able to jointly participate in

I.



rehabilitation planning), clients returned with an awareness of their vocatisnal

goal, interests, ghd of the relationship of their tempelsaments,-aptitudes,

and capacities to their job goal.

0.
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V

a

I. INTAODUTION.

Improvement of rehabilitatiop'services for the severely'disabled is

a major priority of the state-federal Vocational RehabOitation system.

In line with this priority are the needs to.delielog and to evaluate innova-.

tive and exempdary approjches for delivery of the rehabilitation system's

programs.

Under a Rehabilitation ServicesAninistration expansion grant., the
(

Wisconsin Division of Vocational Rehabilitation installed Concentrated
" .f,

Assessment and Diagnosis iff Rehabilitation Entrance (CAPRE) as a

demOtstration _project at the. regional Abffice in Waukesha, Wisconsin. The- '--

project's goalwas to demonstiratethe.advantages of,early assessment of

the severely disabled in their rehabilitation. 'Among CADRE's.primary

demonstration objectives were (1) reduction of evatuaticm posts;:(2) ipereas-

ing the relevancy ,of evaluations in counse1,45i--'client planning:, (3) redu&tion

r

in.tfie time delay between referra* l to-and onset-of pvaluationg; and,(4)

more effective utilization of community resources:

Purpos6 of the Study

The CADRE process included Intakp, General. Medical Evaluation,

Psychologital Testtng and Evaluation, Vocational Evaluation, Eligibility

Determination, Rehabilitation Planning, Implementation of thq Rehabilit&-

tion Plan, and Closure. .In CADRE, though, tHe first four steps were rede-

signed tc; more closely, relate them to eligibility determination and to

liore rapidly bring relevant information for making this decision to the

counselor. As such, Psychological Evaluations Were regularly conducted in .

4
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the Waukesha office and abbreviated Vocational Evaluations were conducted

in a unit established at the Waukesha office:

At:cooperative effort to study the CADRE projeet was established between

the Regional Rehabilitation'Research institute at the liniversity of WisconSin-.

Madison and the Research and Training Center at the UniversitYpf.Wis,consin-

.,

Stout. 4The main.responsibility for assessing the overall long-term and .

intermediate effects of.the CADRE process on client needs .and.prograMs-

;operation and efftciency was contracted to the,Rehabilitation Resear'ch

Institute.
1

diate effetts

oMentation:

The'Research ind Training Center's rol'e was to study the imme

of the vocational evaluation component on client vocational

In the evaluation of a two-week vocationai.evajuation servide,_adoles

.

-

,

cents' were assessed to determtne'Whether their vocational attitudes and
,

competencfies improved as a'res'ulf of vocational"evaluation (Vienz, 1978; , 1

.
,

i

huellertand Menz, 1976), In that.study, signifiEnt inpr6Ve

...,

ment'in attitudes.
f,

toward entry into the world of typrk oCcurred along with gpneral tendencies

to 110rove their.--Abilitiiit9. plan entry into the World of'work, appraise
1 CO

their vocational and educational capacities, and

school and career choice. The fii-st iSsue which
.

.was'whether the vocational attitudes and competencies of the more tradi-.

Solve problems related to

the present-study addressed

tional client-which CADRE served would be similarily affected by kicational.

evlauatico.

t

1 For s'pecific objectives, 'design, and findings of that evaluation study.

see UW-RRRI (1975) amd Wright, et al.,(1977).
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In an earlier study ofithe effects of i similar two-week vocational .

evaluation on yout4ful offenders, Dunn and Korn (1(973) attempted to

determine whether vocational evaluation affected client vbcational aware-

ness. In 'that study, they found that clients demonstrated awareness 9f

present vocational goals at the expected level, but over all fire goal areas

their attainment was consistenily at the "less than expected" level. Client

awareness was an expectation held by counselors for CADRE clients. The.

second issue addressed in the present study was whether a similar aware-

ness was obtained by the traditional rehabilitation clients who received

CADRE.

CADRE Clients and-the Vo'cational Evaldafion Service

Ple evaluation unit served betwecn 1 and 7'clients per week \over a

42 week period. The typical number served each week was between

\ clients with a rough median client/evaluator patio of 3:1. Sixty

percent of the clients referred for the service were males and 31

and all wve in tiv service between 1 and 10.5 days. Mote-typical

the service duration was 4.5 days'and very rarely lasted more than

Eighty percent of those referred to e luation completed,with 16%

out prior tb completion, and only 4% r ported as not having shown

the refviral contact was established. 1

During the evaluation, 71% were able to identify at least one

a

and 4

mtrie

females

ly,

6 days..

dropOing

p once

job .

that they had had and liked,,with 62% idthitifying up to 2 jobs, an 9%

identifying between 3 and 5 jobs. In all, 64% of them could also state

at least one thing:about the job which caused them to say that they liked

the job. When asked wtlether ther'e was work which.they would have confidence

in their ability to do 24% could not identify any such work, while 18%

Iii
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.

could identify 3 or more types of jobs, and another 58% could'identify

at least one job. /

1n the previous five years, 43% the clients had not held jobs,

while 45%,had held at least one,

jobs. This high percent of unemp

12% had betWeen 2 "and 3 different

ver, is partially reflecte'd

in the-fact that 31% were still in school,.32% had left school before they

were 18,.and 55% of the group Vire planning further schooling or training,

Weschler intelligkhce scores and WRAT reading and arithmetic scores

were available for a high proportion of the clients as reported in Table

1. The intellectpal functionibg of clients served by the,project was

.1

within the normal range. The 'average grade levels.for the client, how-.

ever, were quite low. 'Cogniiively, the client had higher functivning than

is generally 'found in vocational evaluation services, but were functionally

ill-prepared in liteacy and computational skills.

Table 1: Cognitive Ability of CADRE Clients

MEASURE N, MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

Weschler
Verbal 139 94.23 14.13

PerformAnce 136 95.60 13.74

Full Scale 136. 94.43 13.44

Wide Range Achievement Test
Reading 140 9.50 3.96

Spelling 79 7.93 3.47

Arithmetic 143 4 .6.86 2.45

4
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The generar.evaluatiOn included combinations of aptitude, interest,

and personalityjaxentdHes, and various combinations.ofthe 16 Singer'
r,

evaluation units based,upon the evaluator's decision. These aptitude,

4 ,

interest, and evaluation work samples are listedin Table 2;

Taple 2. Measures and Work Samples Used in CADRE

ABILITIES TESTS

WRAT (Reading, Spelling, Arithmetic)
Basic Skills (Arithmetic)'

APTITUDE TESTS

GATB
Graves Design Judgement
MinneSota Paper Form Board
Bennett Mechanical
Bennett Hand Tool
Purdue Peg Board
Differential Aptitude Test

(Clerical, Spelling, Accounting)
Short Test of Clerical Skills
SRA Typing
Sttno Aptitude

INTEREST'INVENTORIES

Kuder-Vocational .

Minnesota Vocational Interest
StrongeVocatignal Interest
Occupational Interest Inventory
Milwaukee Academic Interest
Singer,Interest
Picture Interest jnventory.

tot

12
,

5

PERSONAL/NEED INVENTORY

Kuder-Personal
Minnesota Importance

Questionnaire
Career Awareness

SIN.GER WORK SAMPLES,

Basic Tools
Sample.Makin'g

Bench Assembly
Draftinv
Electricity
PluMbing
Carpentry
Refrigeration
Welding.
Office and Sales
Needle Trades :
Sheet Metal .

Cooking
Small Engines
Medical Technology
Cosmetology



Samples A

,ap

'II. METHOD

a

The sampfes for this study were drawn from.the,195 Aliênts entering the

Wapkesha office between December 1-9, 1974 and July-ft 1976.and*refer,red by
- .

...counselors to the office's vocational evalUation- unit. No attempt was made -

to structurAothe referral,process.- Ratin4s of-clients 'were provided'volup-

. tarilyby,couns'elois. Clients v6luntarily,participatOd'in'thelasseSsment of

attitudes and comPatencies and only clients able to complete the instruments
. .

were included.

Dependent Variables and Insiruments-

Vocaqsmal Attitudei" and Competencies. Vocational attitude is a'unitary

conoept defined as an attitude toward making a career dhoice and enterins

or venturing into the,wolld of work: Vocational-competency consists of five

separate types of abilities-which Crites (1969) has found important in-

vocational decisiori-making:

1. Ability to E6raise one's vocational asspts and
liabilities,

2. .Ability to utilize occupational-information,

3. Ability to select a vbcational goal,
4'

4. Ability to plan entry into a career area,

5. Ability to solve problems related to entry, into

a career area.

Vocatimal attitude and vocational competency were assessed with the

Career Maturity Inventory (CMI). .Testing time to complthte all parts-of

this instriAnt is appieWmately 120 minutes and the reading level has

been determined to be at below the 6th grade level.
1.
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Vocational Awareness. Vocational awareness refers.tb knowledges 'a

person has of himself and the woF14 of woi-k which are considered an impor-
,

tant part of the decision-making process.. Client vocational awareness

consists of five dimensions (Bunn and Korn, 1973). On each of these-five

dimensions, the client can be rated between.being almost totally unaware/
,

unknowledgeable to being fully aware/knowledgeable about himself or' his

. needs:

1: Awareness of vocational interests,

2. Awareness of vocational qualifications,

3. Awareness of vocational goals,

4. Awareness of services required,

et.

5. Awareness of vocational potential.

.Vocational awareness was estimated from ratings provided by the coun-

selors and the eyaluatoi using the Client Level of Functioning Scale (see

Appendix). The scale.is a 5 x 5 matrix of definitions and levels pf func-

tioning. For each area of vQMonal awareness, five levels of client

functioning are defined; For instance, on awareness of vocational intereSt,

. the lowest-level of functioning is defined as "unable o state fIrly vocational

interests or refers to social activities only," whereas the highest level

As defined as "able to state two or more vocational interests, compatible
*

with those identified by ev uator, and indicate order of Importance." The

awareness areas can also be assigned relative importance and levels of

functioning subsequent to vocational evaluation within particular areas can

be differentially measured.

Procedures

The effects of vocational evaluation on client attitude anct competency
,

4



were estimatectin a sepaikrat sample pre-test/post:test design." Clients

referred to the office-based,CADRE unit were ilandomly assigned- to either

a pf-e-test or a post-testlfcantiition. Each:client completed 3 of the 6 CMI

scales on eitber the first or the last day of vocational evaluation. Assess- -

ment was limited a'S such to minimize interference4with the evaluation service.
`.' 49°

'At.referral. to vckat)(inal evaluation, counseiors,ranked each awareness

area in terms of its relative importance as an effect of vocational. evalua- .

tion for the client. Inne ate;ly after the .countelor's fIrst contact with

the dlient following CADRE vocational eiNaluation and prior. to receiving the

evaluation report, the counselor rated the client's functioning in each aware-

ness area. The office-based evaluator /gis.-o independently estimated the client's

level of functioning in each area at the epG of eval.Uation.

3 8
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III. RES,ULTS AND CONCLUSIONS.

Yocati:onal Attitude and competen 0

l'E'Pretst and posttest client scpres on the CMI were contrasted to'de-

termine whether there were improvements in attitude and cbmpetency, as had

been previou'sly found,by Menz-41978). The findings, with respect ti), ex-

pected chinges in attitude and competency,,are displayed in Table 3.

Table 3: hange in Vocational Attitudes and Competenci

ATTITUDE COMPETENCIES
AND CORRESPONDING
CMI SCALES

&VACUATION ,TAGE RESULTS

N

P RE

Mean
S.D. N

'1505T.

Mean
S.. D.'

Mean
Change

Vocational Attitude 23 32.91 22 34.09 1.18 .66 .422
(Attitude Scale) 4.53 5.21

AppraiSe Vocational 28 13.93 27 12.26 -1.67 2.24 .140
Assets and Liabilities

(Knowing Yourself) 4.04 4.23

Utilize Occupational 30 15E53 32 * 15.87 .12 .733
Information

(Kring About Jabs) 4.23 3.62

Select a Vocational 27 12.11 26 12.65 .54 .25 .622
Goal

(Choosing a Job) 4.17 3.78

Plan Entry into a 22 11.59 21 12.6 1.08 .,63 .432
Career/Area

(Looking Ahead) 4.67 4.19

Solve Problems Re-
lated to Entry

(What Should They Do)

20 11;95

3.98

17 10.88

-2.85

-1.07 .85 :363

No significant differences were found on an the CMI scales. While

the CADRE evaluation was essentially an abbreviate orm of the evaluation

which adolescents had receiNed in the process studied by Menz, changes were

J
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not ofthe magnitude previously found: A short screening type evalua--..
-

tion (4.5 days)--doesnot produce significant changes in client voca:

tional,attitude and competency.
*Me

Vocational Awareness

The priorities wilish counselors had 'for their clients' vocational

awareness when referring clients to CADRE and,the percents of clients

,who were vocationally aware on each after evaluation are repotted in

Tab)e 4, Evaluation priorities were estimated by ranktng each awarened

dimension on the basis of the proportion of clients referred to 6ADRE

for whom the awareness dimension, WAS 'highest or second t;ighest as an

effect desired by-the counselor. The percents of clients aware are

based on counselor and evaluator post-evaluation ratings of Client

levels of awareness. The percents estimate the proportion of clients

who were rated, adequately or more than adequately aware/knowledgeable

(scale values of 3, 2, and 1) on each dtmension.

Table 4. Counselor Evaluation Priorities and
Client Vocational Awareness after EvaluatriA,

a.

CLIENT AWARCNESS OF...

EVALUATION
PRIORITY .

PERCENTS CLIENTS AWARE
Counselors Evaluator

Vocationaf Potential 1 56.86 61.54

Vocational Interests, 2.5 61.76 77.61

Vocational Goals 2.5 . 77.45 66.15

Vocational Qualifications 4 62.75 77.61

Services Required 5 41.18 55.38

ACROSS DIMENSIONS 60.16 67.65

1
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When counselors referred clients to vocational evaluation (CADRE),

they wanted their Ale n 't to .r4turn from-evaluation/able td estimate.a future
level of vocational functioning and the step that would need to be taken

to reach that level (Vocational Potential) and to be able to identify both

gener'al vocational interests and a specific job goal: They'did not have as

'high expectations that clients would rettirn from'evaluation with,either an

adequate airareness of the rehabilitation services, that they 'would need to

obtain their vocational goal (Services Required) or be able to' relate their

aptitudes, temperaments, and capacities to Aeir vocattonal goal (Vocational

Qualifications). The counselors wanted their clients to return from eval-

uation with an awareness of their vocational direction', goal, and some 'alterna-

tive goals. In other -wordi, by.the'completion of evaluation, counselors

wanted the client prepared to jointly participate with the counselor in

establishing a rehabilitation service plan which adequately accounted for the

known interests and.aspirations of the client.

At the conclusion of evaluation, the majority- of clients were judged
I

vocationally aware by both counselors and the evaluator with the-tvaluator

consistently judging a slightly higher proporti,on 9f cpents adequately

aware on all dimensions (Table 4). Both counselors and the evaluator saw

cli,ents returning from evaluation sufficiently aware of their vocational

goal and interests to participate In their rehabilitation. Neither the

counselor nor the evaluator saw the client as aware enbugh of the reha'bili-
.

tation services they would require to independently plan their rehabilitation.

.Finally,.while counselors would prefer clippts to. have a goal, some alterna-
.

tive -interests, and some level of aspirationawith respect to their job goal

to effectiveli participate in rehabiptatiorplanning, instead, clients bring



to rehabilitation Nanning a relatively adequate awareness of their vocational

goal; of some alternative interests, and of the.relationship between their

qUalifications and their goal.

Conclusions

The effects of a short-term vocational evaluation process on the voca-

'tional atti6des, competencies, and vocational awareness of rehabilitation

cliedts are reported. These findings were discusSed in relation to effects'

4 previouSly found with adojescent groups who receiva a similar but longer
0

term of vocational evaluation. The following conclusions were derived:

1. Previous research on ttie effects of voca;pnal evaluation on vocational

development (Menz and Mueller, 1976) indicate improvement in vocational

attitudes fol3owing evaluation and some evidence of impact on self- .

appraisal, goal Selection, and vocational problem solving. The present

research dfd not confirm those findings. While a two-week evaluation

has impact on yocational development, a 4.5 day evaluation does hot.

2.- Previous research on the effects of vocatiOnal evaluatioq on vocational

awareness (Dunn and Korn, 1973) found that youthful offdnders were

amare of thetr vocational goals, but over all five dimensions of

vocational awareness, they were at a "less than expected level."

In cbntrast to those findings, the pres-eRt research found that the

vast majority of clients were vocationally,aware across the five

dimensions.
p.

Counselors want clients to return fronyak1ation with an awareness

of their vocational direction (Aspiration), goal and soMe alternative
Ak.

interests to be able to jointly partici'pafesIn rehabilitation planning.

9-* ,
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Clients returned from evalAtion with an ariarenes0/01 their vocWonal

goal, interests, and of the relationship of theirtemperamerit,

aptitudes, and capacities to their job goal. Vocational direction

(Aspiration) is not at as high a level among?client awareness dimensions

, as hoped by the cdunseior. Clients returned froT &valuation least aware

''bf the sewvices /hat would be required to attain their goal.
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Goal Attainment'Scale for Client-Awareness

Level -
of"pre-
di ted succes

. Awareness of vocational,
interests. . ..

2 . Awareness of vocational
qualifications:. .

3 . Awareness of vocational
goal.

-e

'most unfavpr-
able 9ut6ome
thought likely

Client unable to state .any voca-
tional interests or eefers to
social activities only.

4

Cl'ent s unable to State pore than
àn4 significant vocational quali-
fi4ation and/or refate qualificatior
to 'dentified WTGA.

,

,.

Client is unable to state,
any -specific jai. goal. or
states job goal identified
by dvaluator and indi,
cates that he rejects this
as a oal.

,

less than
expected
succes

Client states Vocational in-
trests only in.specific, job
re ted ierms (e.g. truck
driver). .,

.

-

.

..
- .

Client5 i', able to state

job tgehal, bui ofie other

than that'identified by
evaluAtor.

,

expected
level of
success

Client is able to state a gen-
eral vocational interest
compatible with the OGA

,

identified by the evaluator.

.

.

,Client is able to state his signi-
ficant vocitional qualifications
(aptitudes, temperaments, cepa-
cities) as related to the WTGA
identified by the evaluator.

Client-1s able to state the
job goal ildentified by the-
evaluator 4ind to inditate 1,
IA a job.in which 'he' is in-
terested and has-the quali-

oa-ions to succeed.flt

More than
expected.
success

.

.

.

,

.

,
.

-

.

.

,

.
..-

most favor-
able outcome
thought
likelY

,

Client is able to state:two or
mire general. vocational inter-
ests, compatible with those
identified by evaluator, and .

indicate order of importance.

Client is able to state all signi-
ficant vocational qualifications
identified by evaluator and to
relate these to sUccessful per-
fgmance in two or more WTGAr'S
identified by evaluator.

. _

Client is able to state the
job goals itentified by the,
evaluator, state his inter-
ests and qualifications in
relation to each, and selec
(or rank order) jobs in
order of _preference. . .



aS

4

Level
of' iire-

dicted,success
k-

. Awareness'of Services
Required

5. Awapeness df vocational
.

potential.,

most unfavor-
able outcome
thought likely

Cl ent states that he is able to
attain goal without servioes
even though these are needed 0
unable to state dny serVices
needed.

.
.

. .

,

.
,

.

less than
expected
Sliccss

.

. . ,

Client able to state some.but
not all of the services re-
qui40 to enable..him to attain
idenifie vocational goal.

Client .ls able to state a future
vocational goal (not necessarily
that identified.by evaluator)
but unable to describe services
needed to atIalatliy.-LatulaugalIL.
Client is able to state his st

potential level of vocational
functioning and to state services'
necessary for him to attain Vie
potential level, as indicated by
the evaluator.

. )

.

ekpeoted -

level of
success

.. .

//

t

Client
the services
enable
identif'-

t

is abie to state all
necessary to

114,6.to attain his

tional goal.

/ ,

,

.

more than
expected
success

v

rmost favor-
'able outcome

fught
itly

.

14

Clien is able to state servi-
cis necessary to enable him to
attain his immediate voca-

. tional goal, the purpose of
the services and.to indicate
ids willigness to cooperate
with provision of'all.

.

services.' r

Client is able tb state a future
vocational goal, a reaionable
method for aftaining the future
goal, and to indicate willingness
to direct his activities tpward
attainment of goal. .

.
.

.
.

From Dunn.and KOrn,,19739 pp 32-33.


